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Literary Nonfiction (Criminal Law, Race
Relations,
U.S.
Political
History).
Contemporary Fiction. A unique blending
of nonfiction (the defense lawyers
perspective) and fiction (the writers view)
on a topic of devastating concern to
victims, the accused and, surprisingly, all
the rest of us. Alex Landon (the lawyer)
and Elaine Halleck (the novelist) explore a
difficult topic the effect of laws enacted in
the aftermath of brutal and sensationalized
crimes, usually murders of white children
on those accused of lesser sex crimes and
on society as a whole. The two authors
accounts parallel one another, describing
accused people exiled into a parallel
universe where principles enshrined in the
American
dream
are
ignored.A
PARALLEL UNIVERSE Two tales of
public folly and personal devastationIn this
genre-busting morality tale, two authors
take the reader on two unexpected journeys
unexpected because they oppose vast and
vague perceptions that are themselves
embraced with moral fervor.The timeline
of both the fictional and nonfictional story
begins in 2000 and traverses a fearful
decade. The millennium bug doesnt
materialize, but the 9/11 attacks do,
bringing a stampede of apocalyptic
horsemen
disease scares, economic
malaise, a senseless war and simmering
racism. The setting of both tales is mostly
California, said to be the future of the
world. Here, helicopters pursuing illegal
aliens, scrambling jet fighters, and black
towers beaming Amber alerts preside over
14-lane freeways. This landscape is
convulsed from time to time by abductions
of photogenic youngsters rare tragedies
that are crafted into media tsunamis
bringing in their wake designer laws that
ultimately make things worse. The
landscape is highlighted by a snapshot: a
blonde, Sunday school teacher stares at a
computer, her hand covering her mouth,
while a sheriff shows her Megans list, a
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database profiling one out of every 135
California men which could include a
teenager caught with his underage
girlfriend, or a man who took a leak in a
field near the Mexican border. Outside the
photo frame are those who enabled it:
politicians molding misinformation into
images starring themselves as saviors. An
average sex offender, in their lifetime,
commits 360 sex offenses, claims one.Thus
is created a class of men who live in fear of
a knock on the door, dont get jobs and are
driven from their homes. One is Danny
Fernandez, a single father who clings to the
American dream even as a witch hunt
exiles him into a parallel universe where
principles enshrined in that dream are
ignored.Alex Landon is an attorney
specializing in criminal law. He is an
adjunct professor at the University of San
Diego School of Law, teaching Corrections
and Sentencing for 26 years; past president
of California Attorneys for Criminal
Justice and the San Diego Criminal
Defense Bar Association; and former
Executive Director of the Defenders
Program of San Diego, Inc. He is a
frequent speaker at seminars and public
programs.Elaine Halleck is a journalist,
graphic designer and linguist. She has
contributed to publications including the
(Detroit) Metro Times, the Tokyo Journal,
the Sacramento News and Review and the
Guadalajara Reporter.
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Meanwhile in a Parallel Universe Redux (Jim Casella) - Tapspace We may have just, for the first time ever, caught
a tantalizing glimpse of a parallel universe bumping against our own. Scientists say that signals from the furthest Do
parallel universes really exist? HowStuffWorks Feb 1, 2015 would it be possible that theres a Universe out there
where everything happened exactly as it did in this one, except you did one tiny thing Parallel universe (fiction) Wikipedia Parallel universe - Wikipedia 4 Weird Clues That Parallel Universes Exist - Stranger Dimensions
Consider a parallel universe where the laws of nature as we know them are different, and aqueous solutions can have an
excess charge. Two beakers are Is There Another You Out There In A Parallel Universe? - Forbes I woke up in a
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parallel universe. My Wikipedia entry had become the most viral page on the Internet. The number of other outlets
reporting on the story multiplied Parallel universe Tardis Fandom powered by Wikia Many scientists believe were
living in a multiversejust one universe If parallel universes do in fact exist, here are the chances one might contain a
parallel Woman Claims To Be From A Parallel Universe Ghost Theory News for A Parallel Universe Dec 31,
2016 Will you ever be able to meet your twin self in another universe? But granting parallel universes even exist, will
we ever be able to reach Traveling to a Parallel Universe Sci Fi Science Discovery Science A parallel universe is a
hypothetical self-contained reality co-existing with ones own. A specific group of parallel universes are called a
multiverse, although Death Is Just An Illusion: We Continue To Live In A Parallel Universe The multiverse is a
theory in which our universe is not the only one, but states that many universes exist parallel to each other. These
distinct universes within the A cosmologist says hes found possible signs of a parallel universe Nov 18, 2015 But
one cosmologist thinks he might have found evidence of a parallel universe brushing against our own as far back at the
beginning of time. Alternate Universe - TV Tropes In its quantum mechanics sense, this relates to the double slit
experiment. When an electron . A Level 3 parallel universe is a consequence of the many worlds interpretation (MWI)
from quantum physics in which every single quantum A parallel universe is said to be related to ours, branch off from
ours and may contain extinct animals or humans. Is a parallel universe out there? Is This Evidence Of A Parallel
Universe? - YouTube Meanwhile in a Parallel Universe is an energetic work by Jim Casella that features a virtuosic
solo marimbist accompanied by 8 multipercussionists. Composed The Theory of Parallel Universes - dummies
Parallel universe may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Science (physics and cosmology) 2 Philosophy 3 Fiction 4 Music 5
Literature, film, and television 6 Other I Woke Up in a Parallel Universe - HuffPost - Huffington Post Highline
Those who think about parallel universes believe our universe may be just a branch on a tree of universes that all exist
simultaneously only in different states Scientists May Have Just Discovered a Parallel Universe Leaking If the
writers want to depict an Alternate Universe, but the shows genre would not usually allow an Alternate Universe per se,
the depiction may be accomplished xkcd: Parallel Universe Nov 23, 2014 For as long as anyone can remember
philosophers, scientists and religious men have pondered what happens after What is a parallel universe? - Quora Nov
18, 2016 The Universe is out there, waiting for you to discover it A representation of the different parallel worlds that
might exist in other pockets of the Is There Such a Thing as a Parallel Universe? Wonderopolis The Parallel
Universe stack includes everything you need to easily scale your existing applications or pave the road for new ones
with capabilities you could Consider A Parallel Universe Where The Laws Of Nat Mar 8, 2016 - 6 min - Uploaded
by Alltime ConspiraciesWith sightings of a lost city in the sky, could a universe parallel to our own actually exist
Parallel universe Define Parallel universe at Mar 21, 2017 In a parallel universe where facts dont matter (a.k.a. the
universe of Kellyanne Conway interviews on Fox & Friends), questions about Parallel Universes: Theories &
Evidence - Parallel universe definition, Physics. any of a hypothetical collection of undetectable universes that are like
our known universe but have branched off from our Parallel universes DO exist - and they interact, theory suggests
Jan 12, 2012 articles about parallel universes. As I write this article on an alleged case of a woman who she says is from
another parallel universe. We do not Live from a parallel universe, its Kellyanne Conway on Fox & Friends! Dr.
Michio Kaku reveals his theory on how to create a gateway or portal that leads to a parallel universe similar to those
found inside of Stargate! Physicists Weigh In: Could We Ever Travel to a Parallel Universe? Parallel Universe. >.
Permanent link to this comic: https:///105/ Image URL (for hotlinking/embedding): Parallel Universe Apr 28, 2016 So,
instead of turning down that job offer that took you from the United States to China, the alternate universe would show
the outcome if you What Would A Parallel Universe Be Like? - Curiosity As Sergeant John Benton once observed, a
parallel universe was some sort of mirror universe
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